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A numerical analysis of the limit state for solids, with an adequately described structural geometry, is
often a computationally demanding task, and there is a need for an effective method. The existing solid
elements for Finite Element Limit Analysis (FELA) are either computationally expensive or require a stress
cutoff of the yield surface for triaxial stress states. This paper presents an effective partially mixed lower
bound tetrahedral constant stress solid element that converges rapidly and does not require modification
of the yield surface. The element is based on a partially relaxed formulation of the lower bound theorem
by providing strict equilibrium of the normal tractions on the element faces and a relaxed equilibrium of
the shear/tangential tractions at the vertices. The performance of the element is shown in four examples
applying either the von Mises yield criterion, or the Modified Mohr–Coulomb yield criterion with the pos-
sible inclusion of reinforcement. The examples show fast convergence and good performance even for rel-
atively coarse meshes.
� 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an openaccess article under the CCBY license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Many civil engineering structures or structural parts can be
analyzed using simplified models, for example, beams, columns,
plates, and shells. However, some structural parts are massive or
experience concentrated loading, and a solid model is required to
account for the complicated triaxial stress state that may occur.
Examples of such structures in bridges are: pile caps, pier heads,
and stay cable anchorages. Structural parts with complicated triax-
ial stress states are also present in buildings. For instance: connec-
tions between slabs, and column supported slabs, where elaborate
reinforcement detailing is required. At such joints, a safe transfer of
forces must be demonstrated.

When analyzing these structural parts for the ultimate limit
state, it is possible to determine limit loads using advanced non-
linear finite element method software (NLFEM) such as Abaqus
[1], Ansys [2], Diana [3], or Atena [4]. The advantage of tools based
on NLFEM is that they provide information about the structural
behavior and state of stress in all points before collapse. However,
these methods require iterative load or deformation stepping, and
thereby introduce increased complexity and the risk of conver-
gence problems, making them less suitable for most common
design tasks.

However, suppose the structure has sufficient deformation
capacity to achieve the resulting stress field and collapse mode
without first experiencing local failure. In that case, the structure
exhibits ductile behavior, and the application of a rigid-plastic
material model to obtain the ultimate capacity is permissible. This
is often the case for the design of both steel and reinforced con-
crete structures. Reinforced concrete structures are deliberately
designed to be ductile, ensuring that the load-carrying capacity is
governed by yielding of the reinforcement and not only crushing
of the concrete. Analysis methods utilizing a rigid-plastic material
model are often named limit analysis methods.

Finite Element Limit Analysis (FELA) is a combination of the
finite element method and a rigid-plastic material model. Limit
Analysis by means of finite elements and optimization was pio-
neered by Lysmer in 1970 [5] and FELA was first proposed by
Anderheggen and Knöpfel in 1972 [6]. Anderheggen and Knöpfel
presented a framework for plates in bending and with in-plane
forces.

FELA is based on either the lower bound theorem or the upper
bound theorem for rigid-plastic materials and may be formulated
as a convex optimization problem. The first formulations of this
kind used a linearized yield condition, but this was later extended
by second order cone programming (SOCP) [7] and semi-definite
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programming (SDP) [8–10]. Other earlier works include Hodge and
Belytschko [11] who used non-linear optimization procedures for
determination of upper and lower bounds for plates. A more recent
work includes the determination of the capacity of arch structures
using a NURBS-based approach optimized using a genetic algo-
rithm [12].

FELA is a limit analysis tool in the same way as traditional hand
calculation methods such as: The truss model by Mörsch [13] (now
called the strut-and-tie method), the yield line method by Johan-
sen [14,15], the stringer method by Lundgren [16], and the strip
method by Hillerborg [17]. Common to all these methods is that
they are based on the theorems of plasticity as first described by
Gvozdev in 1936 (English translation in 1960 [18]) and indepen-
dently by Drucker et al. [19].

The results obtained using the hand calculation methods may
lack precision due to the simplifications introduced in the models.
For instance, triaxial effects are often neglected. Furthermore a lot
of manual work is associated with the calculations, and for com-
plex cases, they may be difficult and time-consuming. To mitigate
this, numerical methods based on the hand calculation methods
have been developed, for instance, LimitState:Slab [20], which is
a numerical implementation of the yield line method, and CAST
(Computer-Aided Strut-and-Tie) [21], which is a numerical imple-
mentation of the Strut-and-tie method. However, these numerical
adaptations to hand calculations do not remove the intrinsic lack of
precision caused by the simplifications of the underlying methods.
FELA for solid modeling includes a full triaxial stress state, and
therefore avoids the shortcomings of the simplified methods.

Since FELA was first proposed it has seen a great deal of
improvement and use for both geotechnical and structural engi-
neering problems. On the subject of structural engineering, Poul-
sen and Damkilde [22] showed a framework for analyzing
reinforced concrete panels with both smeared reinforcement and
discrete reinforcement modeled by bar and/or beam elements.
The framework was capable of both load and material optimiza-
tion. Krabbenhøft, Lyamin, and Sloan [23] introduced the concept
of mixed elements, and the work on plane structures by Larsen
[24] and Herfelt [25] has improved the method further. This has
paved the way for a commercial program for reinforced concrete
design of plane structures which has recently been released [26].

For solid structures, the number of works applying FELA within
reinforced concrete is more scarce. However, recently problems
involving: pull-out of a rebar [25], pier heads [27,28], pile caps
[29], and tension connections with overlapping U-bars [30] have
been treated. The reason that this kind of problem has not been
considered before is partially due to the high computational
demand for models with many elements.

For FELA methods based on the lower bound theorem, typically
elements describing a linear stress field (triangles or tetrahedra)
have been applied [25,27]. Elements of this type were initially
developed for plane strain problems [5] and later generalized to
3D [31,32]. Constant stress elements have not previously seen
much use due to a determinate equation system for a strict lower
bound formulation, which leaves no free variables to optimize.
However, a constant stress element was used by Andersen and
Koch [29], and Andersen, Poulsen, and Olesen [30], utilizing a
relaxed formulation, in which equilibrium is fulfilled in an average
sense. An element of this type is called a mixed lower bound ele-
ment. In some cases, mixed lower bound elements have been
shown to have better mesh convergence than strict lower bound
and upper bound elements [23,33,25].

For rigid-plastic analysis, it can be argued that a constant stress
element is sufficient to capture the stress distribution in the struc-
ture. For instance, a reinforced concrete beam in bending will, in
the critical section, have a zone with constant compression. This
stress distribution can be captured precisely with a constant stress
2

element, provided that an adequate mesh resolution is applied.
Generally, a rigid-plastic material model leads to stress states
where some parts of the structure are highly stressed, and other
parts are not critical for the solution. Likewise, if a complicated
geometry, for example, a cylindrical pile or a reinforcement bar,
needs to be meshed, it already requires a high resolution of the
mesh. Therefore, modeling these cases with a linear stress element
which is roughly four times more computationally expensive
might not be advantageous.

The relaxed constant stress lower bound element used by
Andersen, Poulsen, and Olesen [30] converged towards both exper-
imental and analytical solutions. However, the rate of convergence
was not satisfying, and under some circumstances, the element
required a stress cutoff of the yield surface. This was dealt with
by limiting the individual stress components to be within a range
of �vf y, where v was the so-called stress cutoff factor, and f y is
the steel yield stress. This paper introduces a new constant stress
tetrahedral element following a partially relaxed lower bound for-
mulation that does not have this requirement. The element pro-
vides normal traction continuity on the element faces and a
relaxed shear/tangential traction continuity at the element
vertices.

This paper consists of five parts besides this introduction.
Firstly, the FELA formulation used in this paper is presented. Sec-
ondly, a study of which constant stress tetrahedral elements are
possible is performed, and the new element is formulated. Then
the yield conditions of the materials used in the FELA formulation
are presented, after which some examples are presented to vali-
date and test the developed element. Finally, conclusions are
drawn.
2. Finite Element Limit Analysis

Finite Element Limit Analysis (FELA) is a numerical method for
limit analysis by the use of finite elements. The method was first
described by Anderheggen and Knöpfel in 1972 [6] and has since
seen a great deal of development. The method can be based on
either the lower bound theorem or the upper bound theorem.

The lower bound theorem states: If a stress distribution in equi-
librium with a given load can be shown to be on or within a given
yield surface, then the load will not cause a collapse, that is, the
load will be a lower bound estimate. Examples of limit analysis
methods based on the lower bound theorem are the truss model,
stringer method, and the strip method.

The upper bound theorem states: If a geometrically admissible
displacement field, with corresponding plastic strains, are given, an
upper bound of the load carrying capacity is found by equating the
internal and the external work. An example of a limit analysis
method based on the upper bound theorem is the yield line
method.

Finally, the uniqueness theorem states that if a load is found
which obeys the requirements of both the lower bound theorem
and the upper bound theorem, this will be the unique limit load,
that is, the exact rigid-plastic solution. The FELA method, which
is presented in this paper, is based on the lower bound theorem.
However, a relaxed formulation is used. As a consequence of the
relaxation, the method no longer guarantees a solution which is
a lower bound on the failure load. However, the relaxed approach
has proven to be both effective and accurate, as described later in
this paper. The objective of the method is to maximize the load car-
ried under the constraints of stress equilibrium and the yield con-
ditions of the materials. The structural domain is separated into
finite elements with a prescribed variation of the optimization
variables, which for the lower bound method, are stresses. Equilib-
rium of the domain is ensured via the equilibrium matrix H, which
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enforces equilibrium of the element stress variables, collected in
the vector b> ¼ r>

1 . . . r>
n

� �
, with the external loading. The

external loading contains two terms, constant loads R0 and scal-
able loads kR. The factor k is the so-called load factor, and it is this
term which is maximized. The yield conditions of the materials are
represented by the inequality f iðriÞ 6 0, for i ¼ 1; . . . ;n, where f i is
a function describing the yield surface of material point i;ri is the
stress state of material point i, and n is the number of material
points. Together the objective function and the constraints yield
the following optimization problem:

max : k Load ð1aÞ
s:t: Hb ¼ R0 þ kR Stress equilibrium ð1bÞ

f iðriÞ 6 0 Yield conditions ð1cÞ
The system equilibrium matrix, H, consist of contributions from
each of the elements. The loading is applied by adding to the rele-
vant position in the load vectors. Supports are implemented by
removing the relevant equations from the equilibrium matrix, H,
and the corresponding terms from the load vectors.

The problem Eq. (1) may be solved efficiently because it is a so-
called convex optimization problem [34]. The optimization prob-
lem is said to be convex if it abides by the conditions that: the
objective function Eq. (1a) is convex, the equality constraints Eq.
(1b) are affine/linear, and the inequality constraints Eq. (1c) are
convex.

The inequality constraints Eq. (1c) are modeled using second-
order cone programming (SOCP) [35] and semi-definite program-
ming (SDP) [36] that are both convex. For a thorough account,
see Boyd and Vandenberghe [34]. The notation in Eq. (1c) is com-
pact and details will be given later. Also the way the yield condi-
tions of the materials are modeled is shown in detail later in this
paper.

For SOCP and SDP problems, the objective function has the more
restrictive conditions that it should be affine/linear. An affine func-
tion is both convex and concave, and thus the objective function
Eq. (1a), i.e., maximizing the load factor, is actually equivalent to
minimizing the load factor multiplied by �1. The stress equilib-
rium Eq. (1b) gives rise to a system of linear equality constraints,
and thus all three conditions for a convex optimization problem
are fulfilled.

The solution to the optimization problem Eq. (1) yields the opti-
mization variables k and b, but besides these the optimization also
yields a set of dual variables. The dual variables of the stress equi-
librium Eq. (1b), can be interpreted as the collapse mechanism of
the structure [22].

3. Tetrahedral stress elements

The tetrahedron is a shape well suited for meshing of all kinds
of solid geometries and the tetrahedron is the natural choice for
meshing of general solid geometries.

For FELA frameworks based on the lower bound theorem, a stat-
ically admissible stress state is sought. This is achieved by separat-
ing the structural domain into finite elements with a prescribed
variation of the stresses, and enforcing equilibrium between neigh-
bouring elements. The number of stress variables determines the
possible variation of the stress field within the element.

For an element to be a valid lower bound element, it is required
that the tractions between two neighbouring elements have no
discontinuities. For solid elements, this means that equilibrium
needs to be ensured as traction continuity on the faces. A conse-
quence of this requirement is that a lower bound constant stress
element is only feasible in trivial cases. Full traction continuity
on a face requires three equations, one for normal traction continu-
ity, and two for shear/tangential traction continuity.
3

The requirement of traction continuity can be relaxed by shift-
ing the equilibrium from the faces into the corner nodes where
they are established as nodal force equilibrium. The equilibrium
will then be an average force equilibrium, for which three equa-
tions are required per node. This shifting of the equilibrium
requirements is made possible by weighting the stresses on the
face using interpolation functions. This is done using the regular
expression:

qs ¼
Z
As

N>
s ts dAs ð2Þ

where qs is the force contribution from the face, As is the area of the
face, Ns is an interpolation function, and ts is the tractions on the
face. For a constant stress element Eq. (2) simplifies into a simple
weighting with the surface area.

The relaxation can be beneficial since more elements will par-
ticipate in the equilibrium, and thus the number of system equa-
tions needed to describe the equilibrium will decrease. However,
since the requirements for a strict lower bound solution may be
violated, there is no guarantee that the result will be a lower bound
on the failure load. The result could converge towards the failure
load either from below or above. Elements that employ this relax-
ation are called mixed lower bound elements.

Besides the two cases of equilibrium through tractions, or the
relaxed version with stress equilibrium in the average sense
through corner nodes, it is also possible to do a combination of
the two. One or some of the traction components on the face can
be enforced directly while the requirements on the remaining
components are shifted to the corner nodes. An element based
on this formulation would then be partially mixed lower bound.

Which element configurations that are possible depends on the
average number of equilibrium equations per element compared to
the number of variables of the element. If the number of equations
is larger than the number of variables, the resulting system of lin-
ear equations will be overdetermined, and thus not solvable.
Instead, an underdetermined system is needed in order for there
to be free variables to optimize.

An important metric for an element to be feasible is the ratio
between system faces to element faces and system nodes to ele-
ment nodes. Each tetrahedron has four faces, and except for ele-
ments on the surface of the domain, each face will be shared by
two elements. For increasing mesh refinement this means that
the ratio between element faces and system faces will converge
towards the number two. The ratio between the element nodes
and system nodes is not as easy to determine. However, by consid-
ering the mesh of a cube consisting of tetrahedra, it is possible to
estimate the value. The cube can be meshed by six equally sized
tetrahedra, and each of these tetrahedra will have vertices corre-
sponding to the vertices of the cube. This results in an average of
ð6� 4Þ=8 ¼ 3 elements meeting at each vertex. Now for an internal
vertex, eight of these cubes will meet at one point resulting in
8� 3 ¼ 24 elements for the vertex/node.

To validate these results, some different shapes were meshed
with two meshing algorithms, Delaunay and Frontal, in the mesh-
ing software Gmsh [37]. The meshed shapes were beam, flat box,
and box as examples of shapes which extend in 1D, 2D, and 3D,
respectively, and a sphere for a curved shape. For each of the
meshes, the ratio between the element faces (lnf) and system faces
(nf), and the ratio between the element nodes (lnno) and system
nodes (nno) were plotted as a function of the number of elements
(nel). This can be seen in Fig. 1 where also results for a systematic
subdivision of a tetrahedron is shown. The ratio between element
faces and system faces (lnf/nf) expectedly converges towards 2.
The ratio between element nodes and system nodes (lnno/nno)
converges towards 24, as is also the case for the subdivided



Fig. 1. Plot of the ratio between the number of element surfaces (lnf) compared to
the number of system surfaces (nf), as well as the ratio between the number of
element nodes (lno) and the number of system nodes (nno), as a function of the
number of elements (nel).
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tetrahedron, confirming both numbers. All four shapes follow
roughly the same trend in the plots with only a slight variation.
It should be noted that the ratios of Fig. 1 are only valid for tetra-
hedral elements with corner nodes, that is, for elements with
nodes at vertices of the tetrahedron and not on the edges.
3.1. The Constant stress tetrahedron

The constant stress tetrahedron contains one stress node with
six stress variables equivalent to a constant triaxial stress state. A
sketch of the base element can be seen in Fig. 2, where the force
components of Node 1, as well as the traction components of Face
1, are shown, (a face is named after the corner node opposite to its
face). Likewise the positions and enumeration of force nodes and
traction nodes are shown. The numbering of the traction nodes
are shown in a circle, ①, to distinguish from force nodes.

Since the stress state of the element is constant, so are the trac-
tions on the element faces. The constant traction and the triangular
face also means that the force contributions from a face to each of
its corner nodes will be equal.

Table 1 shows an outline of four possible element configura-
tions: Two elements with either pure traction continuity or pure
corner force equilibrium, and two elements with combined trac-
Fig. 2. Constants stress tetrahedron with force components of node 1 shown as well
as traction components of face ①.

4

tion and corner force equilibrium. The two combination elements
provide either normal traction continuity or shear traction conti-
nuity with the remaining equilibrium provided through the corner
forces. In the table, a simple calculation is performed to calculate
the average number of equations per element:

Eqn: per el: ¼ Nodal eqn:
lnno=nno

þ Traction eqn:
lnf=nf

ð3Þ

The range of lnno/nno and lnf/nf are read off from Fig. 1 to be 1.5 - 2,
and 5 - 24 for the coarsest and finest mesh, respectively. The aver-
age number of equations per element should be less than 6 since
this is the number of stress variables available per element. From
Table 1, it can be seen that as expected, the Full Traction element
is not suitable even for the finest mesh. The Shear Traction element
is suitable for the fine mesh. However, since the element is not suit-
able for the coarsest mesh, it is not interesting. This leaves the Full
Nodal and Normal Traction elements. The Full Nodal element has
been presented previously and was seen to require a stress cutoff
of the yield surface [30], whereby it can be concluded that more
equilibrium equations are required. In conclusion, the Normal Trac-
tion element is put forward as a possible improvement since it is
more restrictive than the Full Nodal element while still having free
variables for the optimization, even for the coarsest mesh.

3.1.1. Stresses, traction nodes, and force nodes
The stresses in a point can be expressed as a vector, r, or as the

Cauchy stress tensor, r�:

r> ¼ rxx ryy rzz rxy rxz rzy½ � ð4Þ

r� ¼
rxx rxy rxz

rxy ryy rzy

rxz rzy rzz

2
64

3
75 ð5Þ

The traction on the face is orientated with respect to a local coordi-
nate system on the face (x0; y0; z0), with one normal and two shear
traction components:

t ¼
tx0z0

ty0z0

tz0z0

2
64

3
75 ð6Þ

where t is the traction vector, tz0z0 is the normal traction component,
and tx0z0 and ty0z0 are the shear/tangential traction components. The
orientation of the normal traction is naturally given as the outward
normal, whereas the direction of the two shear components can be
chosen freely, as long as they obey the criteria of orthonormality.

When providing force equilibrium in the corner nodes, the trac-
tion components belonging to the face are distributed into each of
the three corner nodes. Thus each corner node will have a contri-
bution from the three faces which the node is a part of. The force
components of the corner nodes are given in the global Cartesian
coordinate system:

q ¼
qx

qy

qz

2
64

3
75 ð7Þ

where q is the force vector, and qx; qy, and qz are the force
components.

In the following the Normal Traction element will be presented,
and the element equilibrium matrix, h, for the element will be
derived. The Full Nodal element will likewise be presented. The
element has been shown previously by the authors [38,29,30]. It
is presented here again as a first step towards the development
of the Normal Traction element and will serve as a comparison
to the Normal Traction element.



Table 1
Free variables per element for coarse and fine meshes for four different element configurations.

Eqn. for 1 element Coarsest mesh Finest mesh

Element Vars. Nodal Traction Eqn. per el. Free var. Eqn. per el. Free var.

Full Nodal 6 12 0 2.40 3.60 0.50 5.50
Normal Traction 6 12 4 5.07 0.93 2.50 3.50
Shear Traction 6 12 8 7.73 �1.73 4.50 1.50
Full Traction 6 0 12 8.00 �2.00 6.00 0.00
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3.2. Full Nodal element

A sketch of the element is shown in Fig. 3. The equilibrium is
provided by force equilibrium in the four corner nodes. The stress
to traction matrix, Ps, of Face s with respect to the global coordi-
nate system is given by the relation:

r�ns ¼ Psr ð8Þ
with

Ps ¼
ns;x 0 0 ns;y ns;z 0
0 ns;y 0 ns;x 0 ns;z

0 0 ns;z 0 ns;x ns;y

2
64

3
75 ð9Þ

where ns is the unit normal vector of Face s with components
ns;x;ns;y, and ns;z.

The tractions are constant, and thus the distribution of the trac-
tions into the corner nodes is performed by a simple weighting of
the traction with a third of the face area As. Thus the element stress
to nodal force contribution from Face s into Node i;qs;i is found
from:

qs;i ¼
As

3
Psr ¼ P̂sr ð10Þ

where P̂s is the stress to nodal force matrix from Face s to Node i,
here the nodal subscript is omitted since the contribution from
the face to each of the three nodes is the same. The contributions
to the node from each of the faces must be summed up. Node 1
has contributions from its neighbouring Faces 2 through 4,
q1 ¼ q2;1 þ q3;1 þ q4;1, and so forth. By combining the terms for each
node in a vector, q, the following expression is obtained:

q ¼

q1

q2

q3

q4

2
6664

3
7775 ¼ hr ¼

P̂2 þ P̂3 þ P̂4

P̂1 þ P̂3 þ P̂4

P̂1 þ P̂2 þ P̂4

P̂1 þ P̂2 þ P̂3

2
66664

3
77775r ð11Þ

where the element equilibriummatrix for the Full Nodal element, h,
is defined. The equilibrium matrix has the dimensions 12� 6 corre-
sponding to 12 equation and 6 variables.

Loading is applied to the element as resultant forces to the
nodal equilibrium equations. Surface loads are applied by dis-
Fig. 3. Element with equilibrium in the corner nodes.

5

tributing the load into the corner nodes belonging to the face. Sim-
ilarly, body forces can be considered by referring the contribution
to the faces and thereby to each node.

3.3. Normal Traction element

A sketch of the element is shown in Fig. 4. The element provides
normal traction continuity on each of the faces. The normal com-
ponent of the traction, ts, is found from the following relation:

ts;n ¼ n>
s r�ns ð12Þ

The normal traction is then written as a product of the stress to nor-
mal traction matrix, Ps;n, and the element stress vector, r:

ts;n ¼ n>
s Psr ¼ Ps;nr ð13Þ

With the normal traction continuity on the faces established the
contribution from the normal traction in the stress to nodal force
matrix, Ps, is removed. It is not strictly necessary to remove the con-
tribution, however, it makes the load application more intuitive.

The contribution in the (x; y; z)-coordinate system from the nor-
mal traction in the face coordinate system, ts;n, is found from the
scalar multiplication with the unit normal vector, ns. The vector
of these contributions is written in matrix format as a product of
the traction reduction matrix, P�

s , and stress vector, r:

nsts;n ¼ nsn>
s Psr ¼ P�

s r ð14Þ
With the same argumentation as for the Full Nodal element, the

total nodal force reduction matrix, P̂�
s , for Face s to Node i is given

by:

q�
s;i ¼

As

3
P�
s r ¼ P̂�

s r ð15Þ

where q�
s;i is the reduction from Face s to the force vector of Node i

due to the normal traction, and As is the face area.
Similarly, the stress to normal traction matrix is also multiplied

with the face area, this is not strictly necessary but makes the equi-
librium matrix better scaled by having it only contain force terms.

qs;n ¼ AsPs;nr ¼ P̂s:nr ð16Þ
Similarly to the Full Nodal element, the contributions to the node
from each of the surfaces are summed together, but now the reduc-
Fig. 4. Element with normal traction continuity.
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tion from the normal tractions are also included. The terms for the
nodes and the tractions are added together in a vector q, and the
following expression is obtained:
q ¼

q1 � q�
1

q2 � q�
2

q3 � q�
3

q4 � q�
4

q1;n

q2;n

q3;n

q4;n

2
66666666666664

3
77777777777775

¼ hr ¼

P̂2 � P̂�
2 þ P̂3 � P̂�

3 þ P̂4 � P̂�
4

P̂1 � P̂�
1 þ P̂3 � P̂�

3 þ P̂4 � P̂�
4

P̂1 � P̂�
1 þ P̂2 � P̂�

2 þ P̂4 � P̂�
4

P̂1 � P̂�
1 þ P̂2 � P̂�

2 þ P̂3 � P̂�
3

P̂1;n

P̂2;n

P̂3;n

P̂4;n

2
66666666666666664

3
77777777777777775

r ð17Þ

where the element equilibrium matrix for the Normal Traction ele-
ment, h, is defined. The equilibrium matrix has the dimensions
16� 6, corresponding to 16 equations and 6 variables.

When applying a surface load to the Normal Traction element,
the normal traction component of the load is applied in the local
coordinate system of the face. After which, the remaining shear
terms are transformed into the global coordinate system and dis-
tributed to the corner nodes. Body forces can be considered
approximately by distributing the contributions onto each face
and then using the same approach as described above to further
distribute to the nodes.

4. Yield conditions of the materials

The yield conditions of the materials are enforced in the stress
nodes using either SOCP (second order cone programming) for
the Von Mises yield criterion or SDP (semi-definite programming)
for the Modified Mohr–Coulomb criterion. Since the yield condi-
tion is applied in the stress nodes, it is applied per element. Thus
it is possible to use different yield conditions for different parts
of the model. However, no special precautions are taken concern-
ing the interface between different material models.

4.1. Von Mises yield criterion for steel

The following equation is the von Mises yield criterion for triax-
ial stresses [39]:

f vMðrÞ ¼ 1
2 ððrxx � ryyÞ2 þ ðryy � rzzÞ2þ

ðrzz � rxxÞ2 þ 6ðr2
xy þ r2

xz þ r2
yzÞÞ � f 2y ¼ 0

ð18Þ

where f y is the material yield strength. The criterion can be cast as a
second-order cone, with seven terms, in the form [10]:

Cðx1; x2; . . . ; xkÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x22 þ x23 þ . . .þ x2k

q
6 x1 ð19Þ

by introducing the following auxiliary parameters [30]:

a1 ¼ f y; a2 ¼ rxx�ryyffiffi
2

p ; a3 ¼ ryy�rzzffiffi
2

p ;

a4 ¼ rzz�rxxffiffi
2

p ; a5 ¼
ffiffiffi
3

p
rxy; a6 ¼

ffiffiffi
3

p
rxz;a7 ¼

ffiffiffi
3

p
ryz

ð20Þ

Hereby the von Mises yield criterion is described as a cone.

4.2. Modified Mohr–Coulomb yield criterion for concrete

The Modified Mohr–Coulomb yield criterion is described by the
friction yield criterion and the separation yield criterion as follows
[40]:
6

r1 6 mtf t ð21aÞ
kr1 � r3 6 mf c ð21bÞ
where r1 and r3 are the largest and smallest principal stress,
respectively, mtf t is the effective concrete tensile strength, mf cis
the effective concrete compressive strength, and k is the frictional
parameter that usually is taken as 4.

The yield criteria can be cast as two semi-definite constraints
with the help of two auxiliary variables [24,8–10]:

r�;c þ ðka1ÞI � 0
r�;c � a2I � 0
a2 6 mt f t
a1 þ a2 6 mf c=k

ð22Þ

where r�;c is the concrete stress tensor, I is the identity matrix of
order 3, and a1 and a2 are auxiliary variables. The symbols � 0
and � 0 designate positive and negative semi-definiteness, respec-
tively. Without the inclusion of smeared reinforcement (see below),
the concrete stress tensor r�;c will be identical to the element stress
tensor Eq. (5).

4.2.1. Inclusion of smeared reinforcement
The Modified Mohr–Coulomb yield criterion model can be

extended to include smeared reinforcement. This is done by per-
forming a separation of the element stress tensor into concrete
stresses and reinforcement stresses:

r� ¼ r�;c þ qr�;s ð23Þ
where r� is the stress tensor of the element stress nodes, r�;c and
qr�;s are the concrete stress tensor and smeared reinforcement
stress tensor, respectively, which are given by:

r�;c ¼
rc;xx rc;xy rc;xz

rc;xy rc;yy rc;zy

rc;xz rc;zy rc;zz

2
64

3
75 ð24Þ

and

qr�;s ¼
qx 0 0
0 qy 0
0 0 qz

2
64

3
75

rs;xx 0 0
0 rs;yy 0
0 0 rs;zz

2
64

3
75 ð25Þ

where qx;qy;qz is the reinforcement ratio in the x; y, and z direc-
tions, respectively. This separation of stresses is similar to what is
done in the Nielsen failure criteria for reinforced concrete disks
[40] and has also been used in a solid FELA context by Larsen [24]
and Vincent et al. [27,28]. The layout of the reinforcement is
assumed to be orthogonal and to coincide with the global coordi-
nate system.

As can be seen in Eq. (25), the smeared reinforcement is
assumed to carry normal stresses, only. The constraints on the steel
stresses then become a simple uniaxial linear constraint for each
reinforcement direction:

� f s;c 6 rs;xx 6 f s ð26aÞ
� f s;c 6 rs;yy 6 f s ð26bÞ
� f s;c 6 rs;zz 6 f s ð26cÞ
where f s;c is the reinforcement compressive strength (which is often
set to zero) and f s is the reinforcement tensile strength.

The smeared reinforcement approach assumes a perfect bond
between the reinforcement rods and the surrounding concrete,
i.e., that the strength of the reinforcement in the zone can be fully
utilized. If this is not the case, the reinforcement strength in the
smeared zone should be limited at the modeling stage. For
instance, the anchoring of a straight rebar could be modeled by
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limiting the strength in declining steps towards the end of the
smeared reinforcement zone.
Fig. 5. Static system of cantilever beam.
5. Examples

The Normal Traction element is used in three different exam-
ples where it is compared to results obtained using the previously
defined Full Nodal element [30]. Furthermore the Normal Traction
element is used in one example where it is compared to results
from literature.

The first example is a steel cantilever HEB-beam. This example
is included since the previously defined Full Nodal element has
shown a requirement for a stress cutoff on the yield surface when
used in conjunction with the von Mises yield criterion [30].

The second example is a reinforced concrete beam, fixed at one
end and simply supported at the other, with two reinforcement
rods modeled using the smeared reinforcement approach. The
results obtained using the Normal Traction element are compared
to results obtained by Vincent et al. [27,28], who was the originator
of the example.

The third example is a model of a concrete four-pile cap test
specimen by Suzuki, Otsuki and Tsubata [41]. This example is mod-
eled using the Modified Mohr–Coulomb yield criterion with inclu-
sion of reinforcement. The specimens were previously studied
using the Full Nodal element [29].

The fourth and last example is a tension connection with over-
lapping steel U-bars. The example is based on tests performed by
Jørgensen and Hoang [42]. This model uses a discrete combination
of the steel and concrete material models, that is, Modified Mohr–
Coulomb yield criterion for the concrete part, and von Mises yield
criterion for the steel. The example was previously studied in detail
using the Full Nodal element [30].

The examples were computed using Matlab [43]. The optimiza-
tions were performed using Mosek [44]. Meshing was done using
the freeware program Gmsh [37], and results were visualized using
Paraview [45].

Element sizes of the meshes were controlled using characteris-
tics lengths, denoted lc , the meshing algorithm aims at side lengths
of the tetrahedral elements equal to the characteristic length. The
characteristic length parameter can differ throughout the model,
such that the mesh is finer in some regions than in others.
5.1. Steel cantilever HEB-beam

A model of a cantilever steel beam with a HEB100 profile is
investigated. The beam is 1 m long and is loaded with a uniformly
distributed load on the top face. The formula pline ¼ 2Wplf s=L

2 gives

the analytical capacity of the beam. Where Wpl ¼ 104� 103mm3 is
the plastic moment of resistance, f s = 500 MPa is the steel strength,
and L is the length. The capacity of the beam is then pline = 104 kN/
m.
Fig. 6. Cantilever beam, convergence plot.
5.1.1. Model and mesh
A sketch of the model can be seen in Fig. 5. The load is applied as

a unit pressure load, p, in N/mm2 on the top face, and thus the
capacity as load per meter is given by pline ¼ kpw, where w = 100
mm is the width of the top flange. The beam is fixed at one end
by supporting the nodes in the y- and z-directions, and to prevent
rigid body motion in the transverse direction, a single node is sup-
ported in the x-direction.

Calculations were run with five different uniform meshes with
characteristic lengths of 10.00 mm, 7.50 mm, 5.63 mm, 4.22 mm
and 3.17 mm. The earlier Full Nodal element is used in conjunction
with the so-called stress cutoff factor for the von Mises yield crite-
7

rion, v, which limits the individual stress components to be within
a range of �vf s [30].

5.1.2. Results
The results of the calculations with the two different elements

can be seen in Fig. 6. The calculations using the Normal Traction
element and the Full Nodal element with a stress cutoff factor of
v ¼ 1 have converged even for the coarsest mesh. The resulting
capacity in these two situations is 106 kN/m, which is slightly lar-
ger than the analytical capacity, however, this is expected due to
triaxial effects. The Full Nodal element with a stress cutoff factor
of v ¼ 5 converges slowly and seems to converge towards a too
large capacity.

In Fig. 7 the normal stress in the longitudinal direction, rzz, at
the cantilever support, is shown. The plot shows a fully plastic dis-
tribution with some stresses above the yield capacity due to the
triaxial effects. The distribution in the tensile and compressive
zones vary, with some parts of the cross-section less utilized than
other zones, this happens predominantly at the inward edges of
the top and bottom flanges. Moreover, the Normal Traction ele-
ment shows a smooth plastic distribution of the longitudinal
stresses.

From the results, it can be concluded that the Normal Traction
element does not have the same need for a stress cutoff of the
von Mises yield criterion for hydrostatic stress states as the Full
Nodal element have. The Normal Traction element does not need
to rely on the stress cutoff factor, making the element useful in
modeling situations with naturally occurring hydrostatic stress
states, where the extra constraints would hamper the Full Nodal
element.

5.2. Reinforced Concrete Beam

A reinforced concrete beam previously studied by Vincent et al.
using a lower bound element [27] and an upper bound element
[28] is modeled using the Normal Traction element. The beam is
L = 4 m long, fixed at one end, simple supported at the other end,
and is loaded by a uniformly distributed load q on the top face.
The analytical capacity of the beam was found by Vincent et al.
to be q1D = 0.324 N/mm2, calculated using beam theory.

5.2.1. Model and mesh
The geometry of the beam cross-section can be seen in Fig. 8

together with the material parameters of the model. It should be



Fig. 7. Normal stresses at the cantilever support using the Normal Traction element
with characteristic length, lc = 3.17 mm.

Fig. 8. Cross-section of the reinforced concrete beam.

Fig. 9. Static system of the reinforced concrete beam.
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noted that a relatively large concrete tensile strength is used in this
model, compared to the other examples of this paper. The beam is
reinforced by 2Ø20 mm reinforcement rods with their centers
placed at a depth of 200 mm from the centerline of the beam.
The reinforcement is modeled using the smeared reinforcement
approach, where each rod is smeared over an area of 100� 100
mm2. The reinforcement rods are assumed to be perfectly
anchored in their whole length.

A sketch of the static system of the beam can be seen in Fig. 9.
The load is applied on the top face of the beam as a uniform pres-
sure load q. The fixed support at x = 0 m is supported in all three
directions, while the support at x = 4 m is only supported vertically
in the y-direction.

The model is run with meshes with characteristic lengths vary-
ing between 400 mm and 30 mm, where the mesh with lc = 400
mm consisted of 351 elements, and the mesh with lc = 30 mm con-
sisted of 73952 elements. The meshes with characteristic lengths
above 100 have poorly shaped elements to a varying degree
because of the two smeared reinforcement zones, and this will test
the performance of the element.
5.3. Results

The result of the convergence analysis can be seen in Fig. 10 and
in tabulated form in Table 2. Fig. 10 shows the results of the calcu-
lations made using the Normal Traction element, and calculations
by Vincent et al. using a lower bound element [27] and an upper
bound element [28]. Furthermore, the sketch shows the analytical
beam solution. The x-axis of the plot represents control points, that
is, the number of points where the yield condition is checked. This
measure is chosen since the number of points where the yield con-
dition needs to be checked is a good indicator of the required com-
putational effort. Since the Normal Traction element is a constant
8

stress element, the yield condition only needs to be checked at
one position for each element. For the linear lower bound element
[27], the stress state must be checked at each vertex. While the
upper bound element [28] needs to enforce the plastic flow rule
at each vertex, making the number of control points required for
each of those elements equal to four.

The Normal Traction element quickly converges to a capacity
which is close to the analytical beam solution, and the Normal
Traction element converges faster than the two higher-order ele-
ments. This fast convergence is a good indication of the strong per-
formance of the element and of well-designed mixed lower bound
elements in general. The plot also shows that the Normal Traction
element cannot be said to converge from either above or below
since some mesh resolutions underestimate and some overesti-
mate the capacity. This behavior is a characteristic of mixed lower
bound elements and is primarily visible for the first four data
points with characteristic lengths between 400 mm and 200 mm,
containing poorly shaped elements that will have affected the
results.

Table 3 shows the number of interior-point iterations and the
optimization time for each of the calculations. The optimization
time is the total time Mosek takes to solve the problem, including
preprocessing and postprocessing using one thread, excluding the
time used to pose the problem by the developed Matlab code. The
calculations were performed on a laptop computer with 32 GB of
ram and an Intel i7-9750 CPU.

Table 3 also shows the number of equilibrium equations of the
equilibrium matrix, H, as well as the number of control points.
These numbers are roughly four times larger when a linear lower
bound element is considered. The number of constraints imposed
in each calculation point depends on the yield surface implemen-
tation. For the Modified Mohr–Coulomb criterion, which uses
two matrix variables, a considerable amount of computational
effort is needed for each control point.
5.4. Four-pile cap

An experimental setup by Suzuki, Otsuki and Tsubata [41] of
four-pile caps under central compressive load is investigated. The
experiment has previously been modeled by the authors with the
Full Nodal element [29], and the same boundary conditions and
assumptions are used for a new analysis using the Normal Traction
element.

The specimens named BP-20–30 and BPC-20–30, respectively,
are analyzed. The specimens share the same geometry and amount
of reinforcement. However, they have different reinforcement lay-
out, see Fig. 11. The two different versions of the reinforcement
layout are named grid and bunched, respectively. The reinforce-
ment bars had hooked ends, and as such they were considered fully
anchored starting from the end of the hook. The concrete compres-
sive strength, steel yield strength and steel ultimate strength
together with the capacity found from the experiment can be seen
in Table 4.
5.4.1. Model and mesh
Fig. 12 shows the geometry of the specimens. The specimens

are doubly symmetric and thus only a quarter of the domain is



Fig. 10. Comparison between the Normal Traction elements and a linear lower
bound element [27] and a linear upper bound element [28].

Table 2
Results of convergence study for the reinforced concrete beam. Calculations
performed using the Normal Traction element.

lc nel Capacity
[mm] [N/mm2]

400 351 0.338
300 494 0.325
250 779 0.317
200 1279 0.313
150 1862 0.330
125 2620 0.327
100 3843 0.327
80 5388 0.331
60 10750 0.328
50 15410 0.328
40 31041 0.330
30 73952 0.330

Table 3
Data of the optimization problem, including number of iterations and optimization
times from Mosek. Calculations performed using the Normal Traction element.

lc Equi. Eqn. Control points Iter. Opt. time
[mm] [s]

400 1199 351 15 0.80
300 1700 494 17 0.75
250 2571 779 17 1.03
200 4019 1279 17 1.38
150 5911 1862 18 1.99
125 8193 2620 18 2.70
100 11789 3843 19 4.05
80 16725 5388 21 6.92
60 31979 10750 20 14.38
50 45555 15410 18 22.08
40 88530 31041 19 59.38
30 203938 73952 21 168.25
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modeled. The reinforcement is modeled as smeared reinforcement.
The size of the smeared zone was determined by the rebar diame-
ter and the rebar spacing. The height of the smeared zone was set
to 2Ø, and the width of the smeared zone to nas þ 4Ø, where Ø =10
mm is the rebar diameter, as is the rebar spacing, and n is the num-
ber of rebars. For the grid layout the smeared zone covers the
entire width of the model. The reinforcement rods are considered
to be fully anchored in their entire length due to their hooked ends.
The loading is applied as a compressive normal pressure on the
piles. The piles, in this case, are modeled as a rigid steel cylinder,
9

analogous to the experimental setup [41]. Symmetry boundary
conditions are applied on each of the two symmetry faces, and
the top face is fixed, also due to the experimental setup.

The mesh discretization is varied such that regions which are
deemed less critical have larger element sizes. This is controlled
by setting the characteristic length at nodes to different values,
whereafter Gmsh interpolates between these values. The control
points are at each vertex of the geometry model. The vertices are
separated into two categories with a fine characteristic length,
lc;f , and a coarse characteristic length, lc;r . The coarse characteristic
length is set to be five times higher than the fine characteristic
length, lc;r ¼ 5lc;f . In Fig. 13, the dots represent control points with
the coarse characteristic length applied.

An example of a mesh with lc;f ¼ 12:29 mm can be seen in
Fig. 14, this particular mesh contains 50019 elements and 9717
nodes, and is cut through the diagonal.
5.4.2. Results
The two pile cap models are subjected to a convergence analy-

sis. The fine characteristic length is chosen in the range of 30.00
mm to 5.03 mm with a decrease of 25% for each calculation. The
results can be seen in graphical form in Fig. 15 and tabulated in
Tables 5 and 6. The steel strength used in the modeling of the
smeared reinforcement is the yield stress, f y.

The Normal Traction element seems to be converged even with
the coarsest mesh, with the results varying around 344� 2 kN and
391� 3 kN for BP and BPC specimens, respectively. This result is
quite a bit lower than the experimental findings. However, the
reported collapse mechanism by Suzuki, Otsuki and Tsubata was
flexural with a subsequent shear failure [41]. Therefore it can be
argued that a larger steel strength should be used due to strain
hardening of the reinforcement bars before collapse. In Andersen,
Poulsen, and Olesen [29], the calculation is performed with the Full
Nodal element for f s ¼ 1

2 ðf y þ f uÞ, where f u is the steel ultimate
strength. For this value of the reinforcement strength, the capacity
corresponds well with the experimental capacity. The Full Nodal
element converges steadily, however, even with over half a million
elements, the results are not fully converged. Even though the
result is not fully converged, the trend is towards the same capac-
ity as the Normal Traction element. The Normal Traction element
shows to be very effective compared to the Full Nodal element.
Mixed lower bound elements have previously been reported to
enhance convergence [23,33,25], however, as these results clearly
show, it is important to strike a balance. The Full Nodal element
has a formulation, which is too relaxed. This is not the case for
the Normal Traction element, which has the rapid convergence of
a well defined mixed lower bound element.

The convergence plot of the Normal Traction element shows a
rapid convergence. However, the results for different mesh sizes,
with the coarse meshes, in particular, shows a difference of 0.5%
to 1.0% compared to the average capacity of all the calculations.
This discrepancy and mesh dependency can be explained by the
constant stress element and the nature of unstructured meshes.
The layout of elements, even if the characteristic length is only
modified slightly, can change, and thus also the size of the constant
stress regions of the mesh. By chance, a coarser mesh can describe
these regions better. However, with an increasingly fine discretiza-
tion, the capacity will converge.

A principal stress plot with the largest and smallest principal
stresses visualized as lines can be seen in Fig. 16 for specimen
BPC with the Normal Traction element. A similar figure using the
Full Nodal element has been reported in Andersen, Poulsen, and
Olesen [29]. In the figure a compression strut originating from
the outermost corner of the column is clearly visible. The strut
diverges into three primary parts, one with the least possible



Fig. 11. Difference between grid and bunched reinforcement.

Table 4
Material data and test data for two four-pile cap specimens [41].

Specimen Concrete Steel Max.
comp. str. yield/ult load
f c [MPa] f y/f u [MPa] Ptest [kN]

BP-20–30 28.9 405/592 482.5
BPC-20–30 29.8 405/592 497.5

Fig. 12. Geometry of pile cap model.

Fig. 13. Geometry model of the pile cap, dots represent control points were the
coarse characteristic length lc;r is applied.

Fig. 14. Mesh of BP-20–30 with lc ¼ 12:29 mm, cut through the diagonal.

Fig. 15. Four-pile cap models, convergence plot.

Table 5
Results of convergence study for BP-20–30.

lc [mm] nel Capacity [kN]
Full Nodal Normal

30.00 6794 458.15 341.51
24.00 10721 433.88 344.31
19.20 16453 427.12 344.32
15.36 29687 415.15 346.64
12.29 50159 408.28 341.78
9.83 84447 396.89 345.80
7.86 149631 389.19 345.97
6.29 288619 378.48 343.86
5.03 543970 372.19 342.37
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inclination into the pile, and two with a larger inclination towards
the far side of the pile. The resultant of the applied load is at the
centre of the pile, which explains the separation of the strut. The
zone with smeared reinforcement is heavily utilized and carry
the tie forces generated from the struts. At the intersection of the
strut and the column a zone of hydrostatic stress is present,
enabling the resulting compression to be carried at the very corner
of the column, limiting the angle of the struts.
10
The stress distribution is smooth, and there are no apparent
unexpected stress concentrations present in any of the elements,
which was the case for the Full Nodal element [29].
5.5. Tension connection with overlapping U-bars

As an example of a case with both concrete and steel material
models together, a test specimen of a tension connection with
overlapping U-bars is considered. The specimen, numbered 5,



Table 6
Results of convergence study for BPC-20–30.

lc [mm] nel Capacity [kN]

Full Nodal Normal

30.00 6795 493.37 389.89
24.00 10591 466.31 394.68
19.20 17063 475.62 384.75
15.36 28659 465.24 392.95
12.29 44593 459.22 392.35
9.83 86382 444.59 392.84
7.86 151139 438.34 388.69
6.29 292330 429.83 388.57
5.03 523219 424.03 390.21
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stems from a series of experiments performed by Jørgensen and
Hoang [42]. The specimen has previously been studied in detail
using the Full Nodal element [38,30], and an analysis with the
same model is performed using the Normal Traction element.

The specimen geometry can be seen in Fig. 17. The test speci-
men consisted of two precast concrete elements with protuding
U-bars. The two precast elements were cast together in situ with
transverse reinforcement. Specimen 5 had: width of in situ cast
part b = 210 mm, length of U-bar overlap b = 170 mm, width of pre-
cast element L = 540 mm, transverse reinforcement diameter
/T = 8 mm, and U-bar diameter /L = 16 mm. The cylinder strength
of the in situ concrete was f c = 38.4 MPa, and the yield strength of
transverse and longitudinal reinforcement was f y;T = 553.4 MPa
and f y;L = 591.3 MPa, respectively. The two identical specimens
yielded a capacity of 252.9 kN and 221.8 kN, respectively, corre-
sponding to an average capacity of 237.4 kN.

In the present calculations, a concrete effectiveness factor of
m ¼ 0:49 was used as proposed by Jørgensen and Hoang. Likewise

a negligible effective concrete tensile strength of mt f t ¼ f c
10000 =

0.00384 MPa was used.
Fig. 16. Principal stress plot for BPC specimen usin
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5.5.1. Model and mesh
The test specimens were doubly symmetric, and this symmetry

has been utilized to only model a quarter of the domain. Further-
more, since test specimens were designed to fail in the in situ con-
crete, only this part was modeled. The geometric model, together
with the symmetry boundary condition and load application, can
be seen in Fig. 18. The reinforcement rods opposite to the side with
the load application is fixed, i.e., supported in all three directions.
The reinforcement rod on which the load was applied was assumed
to be fixed in the xz-plane. This was considered to be a fair assump-
tion since the transverse movement of the rebars would otherwise
assume a failure in the precast concrete.

The concrete part was modeled with the Modified Mohr–Cou-
lomb yield criterion and the steel part using the von Mises yield
criterion. No special considerations were made regarding the inter-
face between the two material models. However, the transfer of
stresses between the rebars and the surrounding concrete is con-
strained by the two material models on either side of the interface.
Therefore, in the current example with negligible concrete tensile
strength the transfer through shear stresses is limited.

Again the characteristic length parameter lc controlled the size
of the elements. For the concrete part of the model the value is
simply set to lc . However, since the geometry and curvature of
the rebars are essential for the proper transfer of forces, refine-
ments were performed in the discretization of the curvature of
the rebars. The refinements were performed using a curvature con-
trol which limits the minimum amount of nodes that are used to
discretize a circle. This parameter is set to ncirc ¼ 4 /tp

4 , rounded
up to the nearest integer.

The meshing is controlled by the geometric model. Circles and
cylinders are meshed by distributing nodes along the circumfer-
ence, and these are used to generate the elements. This process
means that a quite high resolution is required to get the proper
cross-sectional area of the reinforcement. To mitigate this, the
diameter of the rebars in the geometric model is iteratively
increased until the cross-section area has an absolute error of less
g the Normal Traction element and lc ¼ 5:03.



Fig. 17. Geometry of test specimens by Jørgensen and Hoang [42].

Fig. 18. Geometric model with utilized symmetry.

Fig. 20. Tension connection with overlapping U-bars model, convergence plot.

Table 7
Capacities from convergence analysis of tension connection.

lc [mm] nel Capacity [kN]

Full Nodal Normal

20.00 35533 366.37 258.23
16.00 58348 339.92 256.07
12.80 81723 337.10 255.92
10.24 162858 318.24 251.67
8.19 367017 298.05 246.15
6.55 661768 282.97 243.68
5.24 1270226 271.23 240.84
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than 1 mm2. An example of a mesh with lc = 10.24 mm can be seen
in Fig. 19, where the regions with the concrete and steel yield con-
ditions are shown separately.
5.5.2. Results
The model is subjected to a convergence analysis with charac-

teristic lengths in the range of lc = 20 mm to 5.24 mm, with a
decrease of 20% for each mesh. The result of the analysis can be
seen in Fig. 20 and Table 7. The Normal Traction elements shows
good results as the coarse mesh only deviates 7% from the fine
Fig. 19. Example mesh w
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mesh. The element converges from above. However, the conver-
gence exhibited might be ascribed to the increasingly detailed geo-
metric representation of the rebars rather than an increasingly
detailed representation of the stress field since the geometric
model is complex. The calculations with the Full Nodal element
appears to be quite far from fully converged even for the finest
mesh compared to the Normal Traction element. Again it must
be concluded that the Normal Traction element behaves markedly
better than the Full Nodal element.

Fig. 21 shows a plot of the collapse mode of the model using the
Normal traction element with characteristic length lc = 8.19 mm. In
the plot, the first principal strain vectors of the concrete, computed
from the collapse mode, are also visualized. This is an indication of
cracking of the concrete. Furthermore, the steel parts of the model
are plotted with the von Mises stress to indicate areas of yielding.
The collapse of the model stems from the pullout of the center
rebar together with a concrete chunk. Since the concrete tensile
strength is negligibly small, the transfer of forces between the
rebar and the concrete via shear stresses is only possible to the
ith lc = 10.24 mm.



Fig. 21. Collapse mechanism using the Normal Traction element with characteristic
length lc = 8.19 mm corresponding to 367017 elements.
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extent that confinement is present. In the current example,
confinement is provided by the transverse rebar. From the plot it
is apparent that the transverse rebar is yielding. With the capacity
of the transverse rebar fully utilized, forces are transferred as com-
pression by the U-bar’s curved part. Several plastic hinges are pre-
sent in the transverse rebar and the longitudinal rebars to enable
the pullout of the concrete chunk. The failure mode is similar to
the one found using the Full Nodal element [30].

The capacity of the model with the finest mesh using the Nor-
mal Traction element is 240.8 kN, remarkably close to the average
experimental capacity of 237.4 kN. However, it should be noted
that the capacity is very dependent on the choice of effectiveness
factor, and that the spread of the experimental capacities is 31.1
kN. Nonetheless, the result validates the capabilities of the Normal
Traction element.
6. Conclusion

A new constant stress tetrahedral solid element has been pro-
posed, named the Normal Traction element. The element is based
on the lower bound theorem, but the element utilizes a partially
mixed lower bound formulation. The Normal Traction element
provides strict normal traction continuity, hence the name, and a
relaxed shear traction continuity established as nodal force equi-
librium at the corner nodes. The element is computationally effi-
cient since it contains only one stress node. However, the
element still exhibits the rapid convergence seen for some mixed
lower bound elements.

Furthermore, the element does not require a stress cutoff of the
yield surface as was seen for the existing Full Nodal element. The
excellent performance of the element was demonstrated in four
examples where it was shown to be capable of reproducing analyt-
ical results and experimental results for models using the von
Mises yield criterion and the Modified Mohr–Coulomb yield crite-
rion with and without the inclusion of reinforcement. Lastly, the
element converged faster when compared to results from the liter-
ature using higher-order elements.
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